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DIVA

Diva  Instructions  

Vibration mode 
Diva will wander ail over the body, enjoying the process slowly 
according to his sensitive points in special sensitive parts such as 
clitoris, nucleus vulva, nipple, back of ear, neck, back of back, inner 
thigh, etc. 



Sucking mode 
Apply special lubricating liquid to the clitoris, pick up the confessional Diva 
from the base and stick it to the clitoris with its mouth. Alter picking up, the 
sucking mode is started, and the feeling of being sucked begins to be 
experienced. With the increase of emotion, holding Diva ear will 
accelerate the frequency, and it can reach the climax with the emotional 
pleasure, without interrupting the enjoyment process and enhancing the 
experience pleasure. 

lips:When the mouth is 
notoomp(etelydoseto the skin, therewill 
beairooming fn ancf out,and there wiU be a 
poop.poop sound, which is a nonnal 
phenomenon, and the pleasure of being 
sudœdisweak. 

When the mouth is oompleœly attached to 
the sensitive part, the pooP1)00p sound 
wiU 
disappear,andyoucanenjoytheexperienœ. 

More exploration modes 
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Oras youfeel, 
Used in other sensitive areas, 
Enjoy the feeling of being served @< 
Clean the feeling alter use, and put it in an aromatherapy base or in a storage bag. 



Instructions for Night light use 

• ln the plugged-in state, the aromatherapy base lamp 
will be on, which will become a nightlight, which can 
be used to create ambiguous environ ment at the time 
of interest and can also be used daily. 

• When plugged in, put Diva on the aromatherapy 
base and charge it. 

• When charging, the light shows a faint light and dark 
breathing state. 

• When the charge is full, the nightlight is bright, which 
can always be used as nighf ligl\ting. The hghting 
state can also be turned off. Tl\ere 1s a nighf lighl 
switch at the charging port, which can be turned on 
and off according to one's own wishes 
(nightlight does not bring its own battery and needs to 
be plugged in) 

Description of aromatherapy machine 

The base has aromatherapy function. There is a 
small mouth in the eaves of the base, so you can 
add your favorite essence. Vou can use a 
dropper to drop 5-8 drops. With the 
charging of Diva, the base has a weak heating 
function, and the aroma will evaporate, which 
can make the room filled with fragrance and 
increase interest. (Musk has aphrodisiac effect) 



Expia nation of switch keys 
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Pick it up from the base, and the sucking function is tumed on without 
pressing the button. Diva ear is the pressure switch, and the pressure changes 
as the force changes. When the pressure and frequency reach the highest, that 
is, no pressure is needed, the sucking frequency will be maintained at the 
highest, and then the sucking frequency can be resumed with a gentle press. 
Diva bottom button is pressed short to open the Diva vibration ear is the 
pressure switch, pressing changes the strength with the force. When the 
pressure and frequency are at their peak, no pressure is needed. Diva will keep 
vibrating at the highest frequency, and a gentle press will restore the light 
vibration frequency. 
Diva  tail is the main power switch, which can be pressed to open/close, and can 
be carried out freely when it is closed (avoid opening the product without reason, 
and prevent embarrassment). 
Press the base button to tum the night light on and off 
Short press of base button: switch vibration/sucking mode 
Low power reminder: red light flashes when the remaining power is 30 minutes 
Power off: flashes 6 seconds when power off 
Intelligent induction switch: Pick up the automatic sucking on, put back to 
the base automatic sucking off function 



Product specification 

Material: silicone +ABS+ plexiglass 
Number of motors: 2 
Size: Diva 58 * 58 * 88; Aromatherapy charging seat 90*90*130 
Weight: Diva 151 g; Aromatherapy charging seat 130g 
Battery: 3.7V 500mAh lithium polymer 
Charging: The Type-C interface is charged for 2.5h hours, and the base 
night light breathes light and shade when charging 
Aromatherapy: you can drop 5-8 drops of essence and volatilize naturally 
Usage time: the maximum sucking gear can run for 2.5h hours, and the 
maximum jumping gear can run for more than 80 minutes 
Waterproof grade: IPX7 grade, which can be washed in water and soaked 
in bathtub for 30 minutes. 

Packing list 

Aromatherapy '1-""' Diva ,r-
� base charger 

® Portable bag ® Instructions ® Charging line 

Note: There 1s no charger in the package of th,s product Please useyour usual smart phone charger. 



Matters needing attention 

• Please wash thoroughly with water before and after each use 

• This product is only suitable for adults aged 18 and above. To avoid 
infectious diseases, please keep it for persona! use and not share it 
with others. 

• Please do not use it when you feel unwell. 

• Check whether plugs, wires, housings and other components are 
damaged regularly, and stop using them if necessary. 

• Pregnant women or patients with pacemakers, diabetes, phlebitis 
amfthrombosis should consult professional doctors about the risk of 
blood dot formation before using private massage products. 

Scrapping and recycling treatment 

Scrapping and recycling electronic goods (applicable to the European Union and 
other European countnes that use waste sorting and collection systems) 

The card bucket icon marked with a cross indicates that alter the product is 
discarded, it should be regarded as discarded electronic equipment and sent to 
the relevant electronic and electrical product recycling station, but not applicable 
to t
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Disclaimer: The user shall bear the risk of using the product, and neither Nuits 
pourpres shallbear any legal liability arisingfrom using the product. Nuits 
Pourpres reserves the right to modify the contents o1 this manu al, and has 
no obligation to inform anyone of the modification. 






